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Abstract
Laboratories in an undergraduate physics course were adapted to remote learn-
ing while conserving a high degree of student autonomy regarding the exper-
imental work. The commencement of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 and
the resulting restrictions for large groups enforced the immediate development
and implementation of new teaching concepts. This article describes laborato-
ries, which have been redesigned in order to give the students the possibility to
remotely steer and control the experiments by instructing their teachers, who
were on site in the laboratory. This interactive approach allowed for a high
degree of autonomy and freedom in the experimental design. The assessment of
the laboratories, oral presentations by the students, was carried out in a similar
format as in previous years, but remotely. The presentations indicated that the
students reached a comparable level of understanding of the underlying physics
concepts as in years with on-site laboratories. The experiences gathered with
this concept can be beneficial beyond the described one-time implementation
and allow adaptation for other scenarios of remote courses.
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1. Introduction

As a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic and following the recommendations from the
Public Health Agency of Sweden, Uppsala University decided that all teaching and assess-
ment should be carried out remotely from March 18, 2020 onwards. These changed working
conditions affected not only all lectures, seminars, and examinations, but also all laboratories
needed to be carried out without the students on site. In many cases, laboratories now consisted
of recorded films in which the laboratory teachers perform and partly explain the experiments.
The students’ task was to analyse the data and present their results orally or in a laboratory
report.

In this paper, we present an alternative approach for a laboratory setup where the students
have control over the experiments without being physically present in the laboratory. This is
illustrated on the example of a course in thermodynamics within the Bachelor’s Programme
in Physics at Uppsala University. The students decide which experiments they want to do and
what they want to measure. At scheduled times, they join the laboratory via a video link and
instruct the teachers, who are physically present in the laboratory, on how to conduct the exper-
iments. The teachers execute the instructions and beyond that only interfere in cases of obvious
misunderstandings. Video cameras help the students to follow details of the measurements and
photos are taken on request. The students analyse the data and discuss their findings in an oral
presentation.

The paper is organised as follows: section 2 gives a short survey of different approaches
to laboratories and instructions. Section 3 summarises the laboratories which are part of the
thermodynamics course. The preparations for and the implementation of the remote access
laboratories are presented in section 4. In section 5 we discuss our perception of the remote lab-
oratories and compare this to previous years’ on-site work. Section 6 looks beyond the present
COVID-19 situation and discusses which elements of these laboratories could be transferred
to regular teaching situations.

2. Local and remote laboratories in physics education

In general, laboratory work plays an essential role in all physics education. Here, the term
‘laboratory’ refers to activities where the students gain insight into physical phenomena or
processes by observing and measuring the behaviour of physical systems. The main goals of
introductory physics laboratory work have been published by the American Association of
Physics Teachers in 1997 [1] and updated in 2014 [2] and state:

(a) The students develop a physical view of the world by collecting, analysing and interpreting
data from own measurements.

(b) The students establish models of real systems and learn to understand their limitations.
(c) The students get the possibility to develop and conduct experiments with given constraints

like equipment or time available.
(d) The students train their practical skills and the use of scientific instruments.
(e) The students analyse and visualize experimental data and investigate its validity.
(f ) The students learn the scientific dialogue by presenting results and arguing from experi-

mental evidence.

Additional benefits can be summarised as follows

(g) Laboratories can connect scientific knowledge to everyday experiences [3].
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(h) Laboratories are an important way to stimulate the students’ interest in the subject and
motivate for further studies [3].

(i) Laboratories provide the students with the possibility to engage in authentic scientific
practise [4].

( j) Laboratories help the students to develop their identities as scientists [5].
(k) Laboratories allow the students to immediately analyse failures and improve the experi-

mental design.
(l) Laboratories offer a stimulating learning environment where the students are encouraged

to discuss with each other as well as with the teachers in a more open way than e.g. during
lectures [1].

In most cases, the time students spend in a laboratory is limited both by the students’ sched-
ule and the availability of laboratory space and teachers. Along with the above mentioned
variety of possible goals, this often means the teachers have to prioritise some of these goals
on the expense of others, even though the stated goals are not necessarily mutually exclusive
[6]. Depending on which benefits are regarded as most important, there are different ways of
designing a laboratory and instructing the students. The laboratory structure used to achieve
the individual goals can differ considerably and focus on some of these goals may inhibit the
others [6].

Laboratory classes offer the unique possibility to allow for large student autonomy in selec-
tion of the topic to investigate as well as in experimental design and analysis [4]. Thus, physics
laboratory concepts have in recent years attracted increased attention as an important part
of the curriculum [7]. Many laboratories use traditional guided activities, where the topic is
predetermined and the procedure available from a manual. This ‘cookbook’ approach has
been criticised as inauthentic and this criticism has consequently lead to the development of
new open-ended approaches, allowing more authentic insights into experimental physics [4].
Whether a more inquiry-style or traditional, guided instruction is favourable for learning is
controversial. Kirschner et al [8] attest minimally guided instruction forms a general lower
effectiveness and efficiency than guided instruction, especially for learners with little prior
knowledge. They connect this to the high cognitive load that can result from exploring a com-
plex topic with minimal guidance, which can lead to frustration and in the worst case even
less knowledge after the instruction. Using a similar argumentation, Sweller disputes any the-
oretical or empirical justification for the use of inquiry-based teaching methods and promotes
worked examples instead [9].

Blanchard et al [10] attribute the conflicting results on the effectiveness of inquiry instruc-
tion to the inconsistent way inquiry teaching techniques are defined. They consequently define
different levels for inquiry, ranging from 0 as a traditional, verification approach to 3 as an
open-inquiry approach with 1 (structured) and 2 (guided) as intermediate levels [10]. This
classification is based on which of the characteristics ‘source of the question’, ‘data collec-
tion methods’ and ‘interpretation of results’ is given by the instructions and which ones are
left to the students. For a given expected learning outcome, the most suitable level on this
scale depends on the teaching situation and prior knowledge and experience of the learners,
thus there is no general optimal level of inquiry. For laboratories, open-ended activities can
provide an interactive and constructive environment [5] and hence strive for greater student
autonomy in the investigation of physical concepts. Wilcox and Lewandowski [4] found that
open-ended activities seem to indeed have a positive effect on the students’ epistemologies
and confidence concerning experiments. As an example, Blanchard et al [10] observed higher
scores on a posttest for a forensics laboratory with instructions on level 2, guided inquiry, than
for the same laboratory, but with instructions on level 0, verification.
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Irrespective this classification, a distinction can be made concerning the experimentation
environments. In this respect, the following types of laboratories can be identified [11]:

(a) Local access—real resource. This is the typical laboratory situation in any campus based
physics course. The laboratory takes place in a dedicated laboratory room where the
required equipment is available.

(b) Local access—simulated resource. This layout is commonly used in campus based com-
putational courses. The laboratories take place in computer rooms, the students work
simultaneously but individually or in small groups and under supervision of a teacher.

(c) Remote access—real resource. Practical experiments are carried out in a laboratory
room, similar to local access—real resource laboratories. However, the students steer the
activities remotely.

(d) Remote access—simulated resource. This kind of laboratory work is often included in
on-line courses. The students participate remotely in laboratories and do experiments in a
purely virtual environment.

Typical student laboratories in physics education are of local access—real resource style,
even though simulation software nowadays allows for local access—simulated resource and
remote access—simulated resource laboratories. Gröber et al [12] carried out a worldwide
survey on the availability of remote access—real resource laboratories and found around 120
such projects already in 2006, of which one third concerned physics. Their potential benefits
have been summarized by Cooper [13]:

(a) They offer longer and more flexible experimentation times.

(b) They allow to share equipment between different groups, departments or universities.
(c) They allow for a low-risk environment for handling dangerous or expensive equipment.

(d) They facilitate the access to the laboratory for disabled and distance students.

In order to facilitate an authentic operation experience for distance learning, remotely con-
trolled laboratories require a possibility for the students to visually follow the experiment and
the variation of parameters. Furthermore, they ought to allow the students to collect individ-
ual data [12]. As compared to e.g. recorded films, a remote experiment can offer an experience
closer to on-site work, where students may participate in an active, but secure way and conduct
their own measurements, and experience their own experimental uncertainties [14]. Further-
more, remote laboratories provide the opportunity to offer individual support to the students
in the form of scaffolds [14], which can help learning, for example as reflection prompts [15].
This scaffolding has been explored mainly in remote access—simulated resource laboratories,
and is considered difficult to implement in the case of remote access—real resource labora-
tories [14]. The learning effectiveness of remote laboratories has been found to be similar or
even more effective than on-site work [14]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, many courses
had to be conducted remotely at short notice, leading to rapid development of engaging remote
laboratory options. An example from chemistry education is given in [16], where a substantial
part of the laboratory is carried out as computer simulations. A survey over various approaches
by universities to deliver laboratories remotely is presented in [17].

In this paper, we will explore a variation of the remote access—real resource laborato-
ries: whereas remotely controlled laboratories in most cases imply an automated setup that
is available at flexible times during an extended time span, we make use of human operated
experiments which have to be performed during scheduled time slots. While this approach lim-
its the time frames for accessibility, it has the virtue of a direct interaction between the students
and their teachers, who can also provide scaffolding to individual students. Another advantage
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of this laboratory design is that the experiments can easily be rearranged between local access
and remote access—real resource laboratories, which was a indisputable necessity due to the
dynamic evolution of the pandemic situation.

3. Student laboratories in thermodynamics

3.1. Integration in the course

The course in thermodynamics is given for students of the Bachelor’s Programme in Physics
at Uppsala University in the second semester. The learning outcomes include the ‘use [of]
experimental methods to investigate thermodynamic relations and present the results’ [18].
Therefore, the students take part in laboratory activities and defend their results in an oral
presentation. The laboratory work gives the students the opportunity to perform experiments
under given boundary conditions, analyse the data, and present the results. The laboratory class
is represented with 2 ECTS credit points [19], corresponding to about 1.5 weeks of work, to
obtain the full 5 ECTS credits for the course.

3.2. Laboratory design and experimental setups

The students prepare and conduct the laboratory in groups of three. In a 4 h laboratory ses-
sion, four groups work on different setups corresponding to four of the main concepts of the
course—radiative heat transfer, cyclical processes, ideal gases, and entropy. The instruction
material consists of a description of the setup with the technical possibilities along with ques-
tions to aid the experimental design. It is distributed at least one week before the laboratory
times. After the laboratory time, each group prepares a presentation of 15 min to explain their
work, the underlying concepts and their results. Target audience for the presentations are the
students who did not perform the same experiment. After each presentation, 5 min are sched-
uled for questions from other students and the teachers to stimulate a discussion about both the
concept and the results of each group. Each group is assigned one other group for which they
chair the question session.

The four setups available are

• Thermal radiation. Laboratory experiments on thermal radiation using heat cameras have
been described in [20]. The present setup, see figure 1, consists of a wooden box with
a number of fixed metal objects, which can be heated or cooled with water. Additional
moveable items, such as a heating plate, silicon wafers or glass windows, give a high
degree of freedom in designing different experiments. A heat camera and four temperature
sensors can be positioned freely and are connected to a computer, so that the experiment
can be followed while the box remains closed. Following the classification by Blanchard
[10], this experiment is open-inquiry in style: students can plan their own experiment, the
outcome is not determined in advance.

• Heat pump. The heat pump consists of a cooling cycle that transfers heat between two
containers with water, a heat source and a heat sink, see figure 2. The starting conditions
can be chosen freely in terms of temperatures for the water in both containers. The water
throughput through the containers can be regulated in order to achieve steady state opera-
tion. To characterise the heat pump, a number of temperature sensors is available, so that
the temperatures of the water inside the containers (heat source and sink) as well as that of
the coolant at four points of the cooling cycle can be measured. A manometer is available
on both the high and the low pressure side of the cooling cycle. In addition, the input power
to the compressor can be measured. Comparing with Blanchard’s levels of inquiry [10],
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Figure 1. Setup 1—thermal radiation. (1) Box for protection of the heated or cooled
objects and the heat camera against ambient radiation. (2) Monitor showing the heat
camera’s image and the temperature readouts. (3) Water supply for heating. The insert
(4) shows the heat camera viewing a heated object.

Figure 2. Setup 2—heat pump. (1) Heat source. (2) Heat sink. (3) Power meter.
(4) Valves for water flux regulation.
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Figure 3. Setup 3—ideal gas. (1) Cylinder with piston. (2) Data readout and visualisa-
tion.

Figure 4. Setup 4—entropy changes in a rubber band. (1) Measurement with constant
force. (2) Measurement with constant length. Note that this photo shows the revised
setup allowing for digital data readout of all sensors (see section 6).
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this experiment falls in between level 1 and level 2: the source of the question is given
by the teacher and so are the data collection methods, however, the students may choose
subsets of the possible measurements for their experiment and analysis.

• Ideal gas. In this laboratory, the properties of air as an ideal gas can be studied by mea-
suring compression and expansion processes. This is done in a cylinder with a movable
piston, equipped with temperature, pressure, and position (volume) sensors, see figure 3.
The sensors are read out using PASCO hard- and software [21]. In a separate setup, the adi-
abatic exponent of the gas can be determined according to the Rüchardt method [22]. Here,
the oscillation of a piston in a gas cylinder is measured. The time for a pre-set number of
oscillations is displayed. The laboratory is on level 1 of Blanchard’s levels of inquiry [10]:
the source of the question and the data collection methods are determined by the setup,
but the students can choose to explore adiabatic (fast), isothermal (slow) or polytropic (in
between) compressions or expansions.

• Entropy in a rubber band. Entropy changes in a stretched rubber band under heating can
be studied in two setups, see figure 4. The rubber band can be inserted in a water bath and
stretched to a constant length, with a dynamometer attached. While the water is heated,
temperature and force can be measured. In a second setup, the rubber band can be stretched
with a constant force, exerted by a weight attached on a string, and immersed in a water
bath. Along with the temperature, the movement of the string, indicating a change in the
elongation of the band, is measured using PASCO hardware and software. This experiment
can be characterized as level 2, guided inquiry, in Blanchard’s levels of inquiry [10]. The
students can choose between different measurements and boundary conditions, but the
overall question is given.

4. Remote access laboratories

4.1. Preparations and set up

As all higher education was transferred to remote learning, carrying out the laboratory work
as in previous years with a maximum of 12 students and two teachers simultaneously using
the laboratory room, was not possible. Instead, the laboratories were offered remotely, which
allowed the students to both finish this part of the course during the scheduled term and to
evaluate their experimental work themselves. With these constraints it is left to the teachers,
a senior lecturer as course responsible teacher and a PhD student as laboratory assistant, to
physically perform all experimental work. On the other hand, the students can perform the
cognitive experimental work to a high degree. In our case, the student groups designed their
own experiments and gave instructions on how to conduct them, while the teachers, fittingly
tagged as ‘lab robots’, carried out what they were told to do and only provided very limited
feedback.

Since the students had to give detailed instructions on how to do their experiments with-
out having seen the laboratory equipment, they received short video clips for each setup,
which introduced the components and possibilities. In addition, the usual instruction mate-
rial for each experiment was distributed, see section 3. With this material, the groups were
free to choose one of the setups, which was an increased freedom of choice in comparison
with local access, where the setups are used simultaneously and thus only allow a certain num-
ber of groups to choose the same one. The students then wrote a short proposal document
and handed it in. The benefit of this procedure was twofold: the teachers could review the
students’ preparation before the laboratory time, to ensure that the students could use their
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Figure 5. (1) Schematic showing the technical setup for the remote laboratories.
(2) Student view in the zoom meeting.

limited time effectively. The students could train how to write a document rationalising their
measurement plan and received feedback on their planning. Once the proposal was reviewed
and accepted, the groups were assigned a time of 1 h to use the laboratory remotely to execute
it. Of the 16 groups, 8 chose the ideal gas setup, 4 the entropy setup, 2 the heat pump, and 2
the radiation box.

For each group’s laboratory time, a zoom meeting [23] was set up with up to three
perspectives to choose from:

• An overview web camera showed the whole setup and, when meaningful, the teachers.
• A close-up camera displayed details of the setup such as valves and scales. We used

a smart phone that was connected to the zoom meeting as an additional participant.
The students could guide this camera to inspect details of importance for their specific
measurement.

• For the experiments including computer based data acquisition (all except for the heat
pump), the screen of the computer was shared with the students during the experiment.

The technical setup is shown in in figure 5.

4.2. Implementation, student interaction, and presentations

Before a group was assigned a laboratory time, the written proposal was evaluated by the
teachers. The level of details in these proposals varied widely. In some cases, the proposal even
showed misconceptions of the experimental possibilities, which made it possible to discuss
these with the students and gave them the chance to adjust the planning before the remote
access time.

In total, 16 remote experiments were carried out, most of them by groups of three stu-
dents. Typically, the students participated from home, i.e. all students were at different locations
when they performed their experiment. This seemed to be no hindrance for the communica-
tion between the students. All groups successfully collected sufficient amounts of measurement
data.

The close-up camera was used for showing temperature values for the heat pump and parts
of the rubber band setup. Furthermore, it was needed for viewing details of the setup for the
radiation box experiment, e.g. to show where temperature sensors could be placed and from
what perspective the heat camera was viewing which objects. For the ideal gas experiment, the
close-up camera could show the air inlet valve and the position of the pressure and temperature
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sensors as well as the setup for the Rüchardt experiment. Also, it was used for following the
‘lab robots’ on their way to the scale when masses had to be determined.

The instructions varied considerably concerning their level of detail. While some groups
gave very specific instructions, for example

• ‘First start the measurement, then push in the piston as slowly as possible from position
25 to position 10’ (Ideal gas, cylinder-piston-setup).

• ‘Take out the piston from the cylinder, take it to a scale, and determine the mass’ (ideal
gas, Rüchardt-setup).

• ‘Start a measurement, wait about 1 min, start the heating’ (rubber band—constant-force-
setup).

• ‘Open the valve, put the piston in starting position, close the valve’ (ideal gas, cylinder
and piston-setup).

others were more vague such as

• ‘Reset the setup’ (ideal gas, cylinder and piston-setup).

• ‘Do an isothermal compression’ (ideal gas, cylinder and piston-setup).

and relied on the ‘lab robots’ asking back what exactly to do. Missing instructions, for example
to draw the piston back to the start position in the ideal gas setup before starting a new
measurement, could lead to faulty data. In most cases, the students discovered this quickly
themselves and repeated the experiment including the previously missing steps. When this
was not the case, the ‘lab robots’ drew the students’ attention to inconsistencies in their
instructions.

Time was a critical factor for all but the ideal gas setup, where all groups were satis-
fied before the 1 h timeslot was up. Here, the number of measurements varied between the
groups and the total time was between 20 and 45 min. For the other laboratories, the time
pressure changed the group dynamics as compared to the laboratories in previous years. The
students had no time to first try out the setup and then continue with planned measurements
or for asking the laboratory assistants for help to design their experiment. Instead, some
groups were continuously adjusting their plan for the remaining time and constructively dis-
cussing which experiments to prioritise. Others started this process only when they realised
they would not be able to finish their initially intended sequence of experiments. Again oth-
ers had planned for only few measurements and then started discussing ideas on how to use
the remaining time.

The laboratory results were presented in oral presentations about a week after the experi-
ment, again using zoom. No specific template for the presentation was given, the groups were
free to focus on any aspect of their measurements they found interesting. Each group had
15 min time for their presentation, which had to be shared evenly between the students. Addi-
tional five minutes were allocated for discussions. The students were graded individually on a
scale U (failed), 3 (passed), 4 (passed with credit), and 5 (passed with distinction). The grading
was based on the content, the clarity of the presentation, and the correct use of terminology,
as well as on the general presentation style. Grading criteria were handed out in the beginning
of the course. If a group failed the presentation, a written laboratory report was required to
pass the laboratory. Each group was assigned an opponent group with the task to initiate a dis-
cussion, in which then all other students also could participate. In addition, each student was
assigned two peers, i.e. other students who gave feedback on the presentation. This feedback
followed a standardised written form [24], which was then made accessible to the respective
presenter.

10
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5. Results and discussion

5.1. Laboratory sessions

Technical aspects: from a purely technical perspective, the laboratories worked well. The
zoom connection was stable, all students could participate and had no problems switching
between the various windows described above. The communication both among the students
and between students and laboratory instructors worked well. However, the use of head sets for
the instructors would be recommended, especially for experiments conducted in more noisy
environments. Head sets also allow the ‘lab robots’ to move more freely in the laboratory.
Indeed, we have used head sets in a number of laboratories in more recent courses, with good
results.

The students used the close up camera mainly to inspect experimental details and to read
analogue measuring instruments. Measurement readings could be done even over longer peri-
ods of time, both to record changes and to estimate experimental uncertainties. Most groups
asked the ‘lab robots’ to also take pictures with the close up camera, which were shared via
the course’s learning platform.

Students’ preparation and realisation of the experiments: the proposals, handed in by
the students prior to the lab, showed that all groups had spent some thought on their experiment.
The extent of the proposals varied between the different experiments.

For the ideal gas experiment, a more traditional, or guided experiment, all proposals were
short and contained mainly the distinction between isothermal and adiabatic processes. This
reflects that the students are familiar with the underlying thermodynamics concepts, and that
this experiment is considered to be straight-forward and more comprehensible than the others.
Consequently, the students might not see any need to draft a more specific proposal. All propos-
als allowed the students to collect sufficient data. However, the students focused on either very
fast or very slow compressions, corresponding to adiabatic and isothermal processes. None of
the eight groups tried to exploit the wide range of polytropic processes in between these two
extremes. The Rüchardt experiment does not allow for any ambition beyond the mere execution
of the measurement. The discussions within the groups during the experiment focused mainly
on experimental aspects like which parameters had to be measured. Physics discussions were
in most cases limited to the question whether the desired adiabatic or isothermal processes
were achieved.

The rubber band experiment, ranked between guided and open-ended experiments,
addresses the most advanced physics concepts of all laboratories presented here. Consequently,
the proposals for this experiment encompassed the most detailed ones, indicating the neces-
sary level of planning. The experimental plans included either a variation of single parameters
in order to determine their influence on the result or an attempt to vary multiple parameters,
indicating that these students wanted to exploit as many options of the setup as possible. The
discussions among the students were generally active and ranged from measurement details to
interpretations of the results and the properties of the rubber band.

The experiments concerning the heat pump and the thermal radiation, which are more open-
ended in type, generated medium detailed proposals. In the case of the heat pump, this can
be related to the low degree of experimental freedom, not requiring more detailed specifi-
cations in the proposal. For the thermal radiation experiment, the opposite holds: the large
number of possible measurements in combination with the students typically not being very
familiar with the topic, leads to difficulties in specifying experimental conditions. Therefore,
the proposals were restricted to a description which phenomenon to measure (transmission
or reflection) and the general arrangement of the objects. For both experiments, the depth of
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discussions during the measurement time varied widely between the groups. It is worth not-
ing that the groups performing the heat pump experiment only considered the temperature
changes of the water in the two containers, but not any temperatures, pressures or phase changes
of the coolant.

Concerning the interactions between the students, some groups showed a distinct group
dynamics with one ‘spokesperson’ or ‘manager’. This group leader was giving most of the
instructions and the other team members were in many cases joining in with comments or crit-
ical feedback on the procedure. In contrast, other groups had apparently divided up the role as
instructor to the ‘lab robots’, so that each gave instructions for some part of the experiment. Out
of the more lively groups, which were keeping an active discussion while an experiment was
running, a few not only discussed how to best use the remaining time, but also the implications
of the measurements and the underlying thermodynamic principles.

Instructions to the ‘lab robots’: there is no clear correlation between the choice of the
experiment and the richness of detail of the instructions. Looking again at the ideal gas exper-
iment, the instructions ranged from very detailed to more vague, as shown by the examples
in section 4. In cases where the instructions were insufficient, the ‘lab robots’ could execute
the commands, even if that did not lead to any experimental result, since time was not a crit-
ical issue for this experiment. This was motivated by the wish to give the students as much
control over the experiment as possible and allow them to recognise mistakes not by being
told, but by seeing from the result that something went wrong. The other three experiments
were generally less interactive, since they consist of fewer, but more time consuming measure-
ments. Consequently, the instructions usually followed the order to set up the experiment, start
a measurement, and provide data.

In most cases, insufficient instructions reflected typical errors that also occur when students
perform experiments themselves. In a local access laboratory with sufficient time, the students
can learn from these mistakes and repeat the measurement. In the remote access laborato-
ries presented here, the responsiveness of the ‘lab robots’ granted that all students acquired
sufficient data according to the measurements they had planned.

5.2. Oral presentations

The presentations were conducted and graded as described in the previous section. In general,
the presentations reflected well the work the students had outlined in their proposals and done
during the laboratory.

The rubber band laboratory did not only motivate the students to write the most detailed
proposals and stimulate to the highest level of engagement while performing the experiment,
the students doing this laboratory also achieved the highest average grades (4.5/5) for their
presentations. For this experiment, the comprehensiveness of the proposal correlated with the
quality of the presentation.

The students who did the thermal radiation laboratory also achieved high grades (4.4/5) for
their presentations. This, in combination with their rather short proposals, indicates that the stu-
dents benefited from the laboratory time and the data analysis more than for other experiments,
which in turn can be ascribed to the open-ended style of this laboratory.

On average, the students performing the ideal gas laboratory got lower grades for the pre-
sentations (3.7/5). However, for this experiment, the largest spread in grades was observed.
Some groups were very engaged and active during the laboratories and gave well informed
and engaging presentations. In these cases, the shortness of the proposals seemed to reflect
the simplicity of the setup and the thermodynamics rather than a low level of interest or
understanding.
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For the heat pump experiment, the moderate level of ambition shown during the labora-
tory resulted in rather low grades (3.7/5) for the presentations. The students explained the
principle of a cooling cycle and displayed their results, but due to the limited scope of their
measurements, a more thorough analysis was not possible.

5.3. Comparison local access—remote access

Some of the benefits of laboratory work in physics education as stated in section 2 cannot
be provided in a remote access laboratory. This concerns primarily the training of practical
skills and use of instruments. On the other hand, some aspects might be enhanced though
remote access laboratories. An example for this is the scientific dialogue and discussion with
the teachers, which is the prerequisite for any measurement with our present approach. The
dialogue is facilitated by the serial structure of the laboratory schedule in which the teachers
can focus their undivided attention on one group at a time. This structure also provides the
teachers with better insight into the group dynamics between the students and with a good
possibility to observe individual students’ contributions to both the laboratory work and the
thermodynamics discussions.

In general, the students were better prepared for their experiments than in the corresponding
local access laboratories in previous years. This difference cannot be ascribed directly to the
transition to remote access, but is possibly a consequence of the shorter experimentation time
caused by the remote access nature of the laboratories. To allow for sensible experiments during
the reduced time, the students were required to hand in written proposals. This resulted in that
the students thought through possible experimental procedures and outcomes before joining
the laboratory. Another reason for the better preparation might be the general awareness that 1
h is not enough time for ‘trial and error’, which motivated the students to prepare, regardless
the proposal. A third reason could be that each group knew they would be under permanent
supervision by the laboratory instructors, hence there would be no occasion for unobserved
tests or discussions during the lab. Furthermore, possible mistakes might be considered as
inconvenient or even embarrassing, which is a clear difference if compared to local access
laboratories where a larger number of groups works in parallel.

To summarise, the laboratory design presented here entailed that a larger part of the learning
process took part prior to the laboratories while the laboratory time itself served for translating
the acquired knowledge to meaningful measurements. Due to the teachers’ self-conception
as ‘lab robots’, scaffolding, in this case a dialogue between the students and the teachers,
was kept to a minimum and only provided to avoid serious mistakes or insufficient use of
the laboratory time. The approach could, however, easily be adapted to include more exten-
sive scaffolding, which otherwise is considered as difficult in remote access—real resource
laboratories [14].

Concerning the realisation of the experiments, the most crucial difference between the usual
local access laboratories and the remote access implementation described here is the amount
of time available to the students. 60 min of time in the laboratory have proven sufficient for
all student groups in order to collect sufficient amounts of data. Partly, the better preparation
of the students can explain that this shorter time was adequate for the experiments. Another
part of the explanation is the absence of common insecurities and typical mistakes when using
instruments for the first time and discussions between the students on experimental procedures.
A consequence of the reduced time is that the students were deprived of the possibility to use
excess time for conducting first data analysis once they had collected the required data. Also,
the lack of excess time made it more difficult for the students to develop new ideas based on the
analysis or to explore further experimental possibilities and more advanced thermodynamics
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aspects. This, however, is a shortcoming of the reduced laboratory time and not of the remote
access laboratories themselves.

On the other hand, reducing the laboratory time was the only possibility to include remote
laboratories in this form in the existing course with rather short notice. Even with the reduced
laboratory time for the students, the approach described here resulted in an increase of the
teachers’ work load and the occupation of the laboratory equipment of about one third. In
the case presented here, the relatively low number of students allowed to supervise one lab-
oratory group at a time, for larger classes, however, this procedure would probably not be
possible. On the other hand, in second cycle courses with typically smaller number of stu-
dents, remote access—real resource laboratories could provide an alternative, e.g. in case of
delicate or dangerous equipment.

Another major experimental difference is the students’ lack of hands-on experience, which
is replaced by a set of instructions to the ‘lab robots’. Again, good preparation was crucial in
order to be able to give any instructions. This is in contrast to a local access laboratory, where
the students can start with exploring the setup without a clear idea about the experimental
procedure.

The oral presentations, discussed in the previous section, did not differ substantially from
previous years. Most students showed understanding of the experimental setup, even though
they had only seen it remotely. The insight in the thermodynamics concepts did not seem to
have suffered from the remote access to the laboratories. This statement is based on our impres-
sions and notes from the presentations and in line with the conclusions drawn in [14]. A similar
observation has been made in [25] where virtual and physical laboratories in thermodynamics
have been compared in terms of their importance for physics learning. In our case, however,
this cannot be quantified by comparing the gradings to earlier years, since this was the first
time the presentations were graded.

Based on the good, though preliminary, results from the laboratory works presented
here, remote access laboratories have been conducted by the physics department at Upp-
sala University in both a first cycle course with a similar number of students as discussed
here, and a second cycle course with few students. Even in these courses the laboratory
results were satisfactory. It should however be noted that the group dynamics in the sec-
ond cycle course suffered from the fact that the students did not know each other from any
courses taught on site. In case the laboratories in this course should be repeated remotely,
the teachers propose a virtual preparation meeting to stimulate the discussion between
the students.

6. Conclusions and outlook

The short term transformation of the laboratory type from local access—real resource to
remote access—real resource fulfilled all expectations.

Computer aided laboratory experiments, with the possibility to share the screen during a
video conference and to store all data, proved easier to transform into a remote access set-
ting than experiments relying on a fully analogue data readout. Several measuring instruments
distributed over a larger equipment can be convenient and illustrative in a local access lab-
oratory, but are difficult to capture with cameras and thus more challenging to transform
in this way.

For both teachers and students, a careful preparation of the laboratory is essential, especially
when the time each student group has for their measurements is shortened as compared to
corresponding local access laboratories. When comparing to local access laboratories in
previous years, the proposal that the students had to hand in prior to the laboratory seemed to
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significantly help their preparations. In future, this concept could be adopted to aid the students’
preparation in on-site laboratories as well.

The quality of the student instructions to the ‘lab robots’ varied between the groups. In some
cases the ‘lab robots’ had to ask for clarifications in order to conduct meaningful experiments.
For any data acquisition, a dialogue between the students and the ‘lab robots’ is mandatory.
Thus, the teachers can broaden their role and use the opportunity to stimulate scientific dis-
cussions with and between the students beyond giving instructions. This also implicates that
the teachers get a good impression of the group structure and dynamics, they can make sure
that everyone’s opinions are respected and, if necessary, intervene. If the goals of the group
work include that each group member is familiar with the complete task, this format allows the
teachers to evaluate these goals.

Another possibility offered by this remote access approach would be a study of the impact
of different instructions styles. When transforming the local access laboratories for remote
access, the instructions and hence the level of inquiry, as described in sections 2 and 3 was not
changed. However, for a dedicated study, it is possible to offer one and the same experiment
with different sets of instructions to the students, ranging from guided to open inquiry. In a
traditional on-site laboratory, the only direct way to evaluate the students’ effectiveness is an
oral or written presentation of the laboratory results. With the laboratory design presented here,
the commands by the students to the ‘lab robots’ can serve as a proxy for the student’s learning
from their respective instructions. This allows to evaluate the efficiency of the different phases
of the laboratory work, namely the preparation, the execution of the experiment and the data
analysis.

The examination of the laboratory works, oral presentations by the students, did not reveal
any significant difference concerning the level of understanding between the remote access
laboratories discussed here and former local access laboratories. However, due to a num-
ber of changes between the laboratory instances, this comparison is not very conclusive.
Two factors worth mentioning here are that the course syllabus required a grading of the
oral presentations for the first time and that the general awareness of an exceptional situa-
tion might have influenced the students’ performance. A more rigorous evaluation of learning
effectiveness would require a parallel execution of local access and remote access laborato-
ries in the same course under otherwise identical conditions, ideally with randomly allocated
students.

Laboratories are one of the most challenging components of on-line courses and remote
access laboratories offer possibilities of integrating laboratory work. Furthermore, they offer
options for laboratories at places that are inaccessible for student groups, such as large scale
research facilities or industrial sites, which would in many cases not allow student groups, but
accept a teacher conducting experiments on site.
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